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This classic Baldacci thriller from 1997 is finally back - in unabridged audio and available in CD and

download editions! Total Heat Sidney Archer has the world. A husband she loves. A job at which

she excels and a cherished young daughter. Then, as a plane plummets into the Virginia

countryside, everything changes. And suddenly there is no one whom Sidney Archer can trust. Total

Danger Jason Archer is a rising young executive at Triton Global, the world's leading technology

conglomerate. Determined to give his family the best of everything, Archer has secretly entered into

a deadly game. He is about to disappear - leaving behind a wife who must sort out his lies from his

truths, an accident team that wants to know why the plane he was ticketed on crashed, and a

veteran FBI agent who wants to know it all....
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My first introduction to David Baldacci was back in 1996 when People Magazine picked his first

book, Absolute Power, as the "Page Turner of the Week". I thought the premise of that book was

phenomenal and I became an immediate fan. For some reason, I skipped over Total Control and

went on to read his third and fourth books, The Winner and The Simple Truth. Both were good

reads but nothing compared to Absolute Power. I'm glad I went back and read Total Control

because it's in true Baldacci form in my opinion.In this offering, Baldacci takes the typical American

family, Sidney and Jason Archer and their little daughter Amy, and pits them against corporate

greed at its worst. Sidney (the wife with a man's name) is a corporate attorney. Jason, the husband,



is an executive with a technology company. Since Sidney is working on a deal that will merge her

husband's company with another major technology firm, she is privy to many things that could lead

to trouble. Jason, on the other hand, is struggling to make more money so that his wife can become

a stay-at-home mom to their daughter. While this concept is characteristic of many American

families, sometimes this drive can lead to a downward spiral of events from which there is no return.

When Jason disappears, it is up to Sidney to try to clear his name while trying to save her own job

at the same time. This book is replete with all the scenarios that followers of the thriller genre have

come to expect. There's a plane crash, a car chase, espionage, kidnapping, phone-tapping and the

usual sinister characters you find in most of Baldacci's books.I read most of this book on the plane

traveling from Minnesota to Philadelphia. It never seems to fail that when I'm flying, I'm usually

reading a book that involves a plane crash.

Total Control begins with two high-tech companies, both in need of technological infusion, pursuing

a smaller firm whose advanced technology will guarantee future success. The potential for conflict is

immediately evident as the same high-powered law firm is representing both companies in their

bids. Attractive corporate attorney Sidney Archer is handling the affairs for one company, but it just

so happens that her husband Jason is the main person collecting records pertinent to the sale for

the same company.Matters quickly fall apart when in the midst of a high level meeting involving all

the principals of the deal, Sidney discovers that her husband has supposedly met his death in a

plane crash, after having told his superiors that he would be home doing odds and ends. Suspicions

multiply when the loss of millions from corporate accounts is discovered, not to mention the death of

a high-level banking official on the same flight.The story kicks into high gear when crusty FBI agent

Lee Sawyer tries to make sense of it all. Of course, what would a story set in the cut-throat world of

corporate high-tech be without the obnoxious, ruthless CEO; the brilliant, but slighted, guru; and lots

of corporate security involving former CIA and FBI agents. Sidney is desperate to discover the truth

about her husband. She finds herself somewhat clumsily navigating through building security

systems, surveillance, phone taps, cryptic E-mails, computer security, and strange phone calls. It

becomes evident that more than a Bonnie-and-Clyde caper is underway, and the bad guys have

vast resources and are playing for keeps.The book is entertaining but not without some problems.

For this reader the writing seemed stilted or awkward - it didn't flow too well.
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